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1. Many-particle character of a quantum system of three
particles manifests itself in the Efimov effect [12 ,i.e.in
the appearance of effective long-range action in systems
with a short-range interaction (consequently, in the pre-
sence of a developed threshold energy spectrum and a specific
structure of the low-energy scattering amplitude (see sur-
vey C23 ))• She phenomenon of effective long-range action is
universal for all pair interactions which are attractive
at large distances if the binding energy of two particles

£* •«**//« tends to zero. At the same time,rigorous
conditions for the coincidence or nearness of two-particle
thresholds in different states are required if the interac-
tion depends on spin 121 . Beyond the region of the effective
long-range action (in the intermediate range the constants
of the interaction £. between $m<fai£ and
the strong coupling range £ » 1) for a spinless prob-
lem with simplest attractive interaction potentials, a
oharaoterie^tc near-threshold excited level is obtained in
numerous calculations.'.Che particle by pair scattering amp-
litude at low energies (the scattering length, the effec-
tive radius) correlates in a certain way with the spectrum
structure f3»5J •
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In the present paper using the Faddeev equations study-

is made how the threshold energy speotrum of three perticles

in the intermediate range depends on the interaction speci-

ficity and a new phenomenon of "traps" for the energy spect-

rum is found when three-particle levels appear and disappear

on a two-particle threshold in a oertain narrow interval of

two-pexticle parameters and all three-particle levels are

essentially rearranged. She "trap" effect occurs under

moderate coupling of two particles and is due to the neigh-

bourhood of a new threshold-excited state of two particles.

This is why the levels in a three-particle system in the

case of interactions with strongly different radii of action

are rearranged. The phenomenon of the level rearrangement

for two oppositly charged particle's, taking into account a

short-range attraction is well-known and simply explained

(it has recently been discussed in detail in [6,73 )•

2. Efimov's levels are due to the effective long-range

action or to the singularity of the Faggeev equations at

small momenta (рЪ>)-*-0 of the third particle rela-

tive to a coupled pair ( % is the characteristic inte-

raction radius)[8-10] , and the ground state of three par-

ticles is determined mainly by the momentum region (pt$~i •

The first excited state (a unique excited state of a three

spinless particle system for commonly studied simple in-

teraction potentials in the intermediate range of two-

particle parameters) near the two-particle breakdown three*

hold is also determined mainly by email momenta (jpbe)«l

though it occupies a special position*

If the role of small momenta in the interaction is

minimized, the region of the effective long-range action

(when ф-*9&&
 9
 cC->0

9
 Л~У/в6-»<*>, CL is the two-particle

scattering length) is narrowed and may be, in principle,

eliminated*

With increasing role of small momenta in the Faddeev

equation the threshold spectrum of three particles becomes

richer.
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As a simple example we consider the Influence of small

momenta in the potential on the threshold spectrum structure

in the case of the model Interaction of separable form

(the first-range separable potential) with the forrafactor

When C&i (C«1 - the so-called Yamaguchi potential)

at all the values of two-particle energy -d.*//fl besi-

des the ground state there exists at least one more excited

level in a three-particle system (about ~10
2
 times near to

the two-partiole threshold than the ground state). With С

decreasing to zero the threshold spectrum is essentially

deformed* She dependence of the scattering length A (more

exactly, dimensionlees relation of the scattering lengths

A/CL } of the third particle by a coupled pair when С =1

in (1) in the intermediate range on 6s£k(oCZfi) (For
convenience, we shall further consider the dependence of
the spectrum and scattering length on the parameter 6 )
has a specific behaviour C43 > it increases from -oo
(where all the levels caused by the effective long-range
action disappear) and >f>Oat d~-b+O and then the
scattering length A decreases again to -oo when a sub-
sequent excited level of three particles appears.

In (1) with parameter С decreasing from 1 to 0 the

role of small momenta in an equation of motion is decreased,

the structure of threshold levels and the dependence of

the scattering length A on the value of the interaction

constant (or on 3 ) are changed* When С «1/3 in the

region 5* -1 the first excited level touches the two-

body threshold and is broken and, consequently, the region

of the parameter i« -1 appears "where there is no exci-

ted levels in .a threerparticle system. In this case the

branch of three-body scattering length A in the interme-

diate region relative to the parameter 3 Ьгеакз at infini-

tely large positive values ( A&). With a further decreasing
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of parameter С in (1) to zero in the region 3*£ 0 only
one ground level of three particles is left, the role of
small momenta is suppressed and the singularity of the Fad-
deev equation is eliminated and» consequently, an infinite
set of levels with condensation point Л «0 disappears.

At С-Ю a characteristic- dependence A/a^fatittyfoUtfddto)}
Pi4) is not valid for the scattering length in the limit

<£ч*0 (for C-* 0 the two-body scattering length d -+ 0,

and the effective radius tiff cannot be determined in this

case)* In the limit C-* 0 at oC «0 for the ground state

energy of three particles ( &Qf - XQ/IH ) we have

( £*%, )«1,2 , and the scattering length A is positive
and is equal to Al% "1,82. With increasing two-particle
attraction (the Increase in oftfe from zero) for the case

С =O,the length A slightly increases and then tends to

-co at -A ** 0,7, when the first excited level of three

particles appears. With a further increasing of <£t0 a
typical situation is observed when the scattering length A
changes from +<*э to — PO in the interval wherb the next

three-particle level appears from the two-body threshold.

The threshold infinite series of the levels at C-+ о

in (1) disappears since the interaction (1) at large dis-

tances (in the coordinate representation) teoomes "repul-

sive
1
* and abolishes the effective long-range aotion. In

order to increase the number of threshold excited levels

of a three-particle system In the intermediate range(<f~

-5+1)» it is necessary to inorease the role of small

momenta in the interaction and to increase , thus» the

Faddeev equation singularity at tyoif)-*- 0. We consider a

pair separable interaction (of the first rank) with U(p)

in the form of a superposition of the Yukawa formfao-

rf7
with two components of largely different radii
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where 0 « £ < ' 1 ,
In the limiting cases £,-*0 and fr-+1 in (3) we deal with

one and the вате potential and, for example, the plots of the
dependence of the scattering length A/A on $ш fafoift)

[4] will be only displaced with respect to each other by

along the abscissa axis (at fa/R-f «100,
B
4i6. However, when £, varies from 1 to 0

the speotrum structure of three particles varies. Рог example,
for Rz/Ri *>100 ( the most interesting region of para-

meter RifRt~ 10 •* 10 } and when fa decreases from 1 to

0,5 the intermediate region of the parameter Л*, where only

one excited level of three particles exists, narrows to the

interval £*/=• -3*3*0,3. In this region the scattering length
A varies from -co , increasing and then decreasing again
with increasing £f , remaining negative all the
time. With a further decreasing of fa in the region fa =» 0,3
depending on df one more excited level splitts dff~from~
the two-body threshold, then at all two-partiole energies
there exist at least two excited three-particle levels.

For RtjRi «100, fa «0,3 and <f* »-1 three bound
states of three particles are characterised by the follo-
wing values it(Z-d)Ri t -0,5* -5,0| -12,5. In this
case two branches for A adjacent to the considered in-
termediate region In cL and having opposite inclinations
are closed at A-*-*oo forming a more wide intermediate re-
gion -9,0 £ 64 £ +0,7 «In this intermediate region the
three-body scattering lengths A/& and the effective
radius R*ff/& weakly depend on if exoept this region
boundary where A •> 0. Whet, fy further tends to zero,
the second excited level approaches gradually the threshold
and breaks, at ^ «0 we come again to the case ^ « 1 but
the intermediate range is replaced in the parameter ^ to
the left by ^n(Ri/R0 .

The above characteristic regularities for the potential
(3) take place in a wide region of differing radii in the
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interaction Й^/^ 10 as well as for the cases of a more gene-

ral interaction form than that chosen to simplify the calcula-

tions of the superposition of the Yukawa formfactors (2).

It should be emphasized that from mentioned above it fol-

lowes that the particle by coupled pair scattering length Д

for interaction with fixed low-energy two-particle parameters

may be equaled to any forehand setting values both positive

and negative and it essentially depends on an interaction form

(unlike three-body Binding energy)if the interaction is varied
in a wide region.

ч
 Notice that low-energy two-nucleon phases up to~20*30Mev

both In triplet and singlet states can be described correctly

by the parameter #/ and the general intensity f of the po-

tential with the formf actor (3) at fixed /fe/l
f
 and fr

(for example: R
z
jR

i
 «100, ...ft -0,3). At the energies "lOOMev

and higher the two-body scattering S -phase with such a po-

tential is considerably larger than for the simplest form
$4 =1 in (3).

At fixed values of the two-body binding ene:gy and the

scattering length a(for example,in a triplet state)when for

two particles the approach of the effective radius is justified

(and a^i/aC . ), the family of potentials (2) as well as

the potentials of more general forms at low energies will be

characterized mainly by an independent parameter of the ef-

fective radius ttff. . When the parameter of the "form
11

P for the potentials of sufficiently general form is small,

it is not independent and is determined by the linear rela-

tion

(4)

through a dimensionless parameter of the effective radius

( olXcff. ).Then different interaction potentials with a

small parameter of the "form" / (typical values in the

triplet stateo are the following* X+ m 1,7 Fm, UT^ » 0,4 ,

/// <£. 0,005) are characterized only by one independent
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parameter ( dCTtfr ) . Far from critical values there holds a
simple lineai correlation dependence of three-particle values
(generally speaking, these corollaries are applicable to more
complex systems) such as the binding energy £до and the

scattering length A on a single dimenslonless parameter( aCTc/fi)

(&t fixed binding energy and scattering length in a two-par-

tiole system) which changes in the small interval of the order

of ffj^ 0,005. Thus, a linear correlation dependence of

three-body characteristics appears at low energies.

3- As a more realistic model of a three-particle system

With the interaction having components strongly different in

radii we consider the Paddeev equation with a second-rank sepa

rable interaction

<
5
 >

For a concrete definition we consider the Yukawa forrafac-

tors

(6)

in the case Hz\^i^> 1 • Here we represent the results

of the analysis of the three-particle energy 3pectrum and

the dependence of the particle by pair scattering length-Л

on the two-particle parameters in the case R1IR4 =100 and

»0,001. The parameterd are chosen in a way that we can

emphasize strikingly the level rearrangement , though the

main conclusions are also valid for RzfRi & 10*10 and

the corresponding values fa as well as for a wide class

of the aaaumed formfactors UjfpRi) in the interaction

(5) end more general models of the pair short-range inte-

raction.

A two-particle system with strongly different-range

Interaction (5) has two states OCQ and </y (Fig-1;the
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values €n,\RtSnniE) are given along the ordinate axis
for two and three particles). This indioates the level rearran-
gement such as in the cases of the Coulomb and the nuclear in-
teractions in a proton-antiproton "atom1.1 considered in f6,7] .

Excepting the vicinity of the critical value g/fft=.
• ( 9lRsL)eMiL,l e 10,46 of the interaction constant for
the two-particle exoited state where the two-body levels
of the same symmetry repulse, we can consider two states
as independent since they belong to two potentials strongly
different in the radius value. For each level taken separa-
tely the simple dependence (in the chosen interaction form)

would be valid and the levels would intersect in the region
p/tii «* 103~//^ since d^^f(f/R) . Owing to the

mixing of these two states the situation shown in Fig«1
is realized. Analogous considerations are also valid for
a three-particle spectrum (the ground ( 0 ) and the first ex-
cited state (1)), excepting the vicinity of the point g—
33 9c*it,Z *ne three-particle spectrum is near to
the spectrum calculated using each of the terms of the
potential (5) taken separately.

In this case in the vicinity of the critioal point

(9/fWout £ ' tw0 Pa:i<rB of *b.ese levels, each of which
taken separately corresponds to certain potential term, would
intersect in four points. When one considers the poten-
tial in separate components each of the pair of levels in-
tersects the two-particle levels being a threshold for the
other pair of levels» When two terms equally important in
the vicinity of the point £=$edL,Z are included then
the converging levels are rearranged in the vicinities
of the points of their possible intersection.

As a result two additional levels ariae (except the
ground and the first excited levels which exist at any
values of two-particle binding energy) intersecting twice
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the two-particle threshold at some points in ^ , i.e.
they exist in certain region in tht coupling constant.

The number of levels in the vioinity of the point
(9/Rz)vut;2 obtained due to simple summation of le-
vels corresponding to the first and the second term of the po-
tential (5)» taken separately, is the largest possible number
of levels under exact calculation using this potential (in the
given case - four levels).Below we shall describe the case
when only three of the above levels are realized. Thus,the
rearrangement of two-particle levels in the region of para-
meters i£= &\(*Rt)« 1,4 and д/Й

г
 -10,0

causes sx^nifioant changes in three-partiole levels as com-

pared with the сазе $< «1 (^ eO) when there are only two

states in the intermediate region. In addition to the excited

level (1) in the above region two more excited near-thre-

shold levels (2 and 3 in Pig.1) appear subsequently at the

values 3f« 0,7 and 1,0 ( $/Й
л
 =» 8,1 and 9

t
7)»

These levels are shown in Pig. 1 with a distance to the

two-particle threshold increased by 10 Juid 10^ times.

With increasing coupling constant £• these two thres-
hold levels (2 and 3) go again in the region above the
threshold in the points J2

 a 1»5 and 2,6 , res-
pectively* Thus, there takes place a peculiar phenomenon of
"traps" for energy levels in a three-particle system.

The effect of "traps" for the three-particle energy
spectrum consists in that the threshold three-particle le-
vels appear and disappear on the two-particle threshold In
a certain narrow interval of two-particle interaction para-
meters and all three-particle levels are essentially rear-
ranged. The effect manifests itself with a moderate coupling
of two particles near the threshold of the appearance of
two-particle excited state and is due to the presence of
the strongly different-range components in the interac-
tion* In the vicinity of the critical point 1/ф*4$/ОД^«1,01

( j£-*-«o ) there is an infinite series of the Efimov t
levels condenced near the.threshold (it is not shown in
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The analogous seiies of the levels in the vicinity of the point

9=§oot.,z «corresponding to the potential (5) with the"second

term omitted, proves to be above the break-dawn threshold. The

particle by a coupled pair scattering length A in the in-

termediate region of the "trap" effect is shown in Fig.2.

As i2 decreases the value Ad ( the left part of Pig.2

shows partially the branch) decreases and goes to -«*> and

with a consequent decrease in 4Z-+- «o a conuon situation

(see [2,41 ) takes place, such as for simple forms of inte-

raction. With increasing J£ (the branch is partially shown to

the right in Fig. 2) the value Ad. decreases also and tends

to -co when a new level appears. The branches of the scat-

tering length shown in Fig.2 are significantly different

from the ones in the cases of simple interactions ( fa »1)

when in the intermediate region the scattering length Ad,

(as the effective radius Rfiff) weakly depends on 4f •

The above rearrangement of the three-particle spectrum

and the phenomenon of "trap" may occur also with less differen-

ces in radii of two components in the interaction (5) which

is due to the fact how strongly the level rearrangements of

two particles are expressed. For the parameters R2/R1 «30

and fa *0,011 in the vicinity of ДО^ф/ОД^
 ш 3

»
7

a similar rearrangement of the levels takes place with

the difference that in the intermediate region(-0,1 £$2* 1,4)

there exists only one excited etate of three particles for

which the phenomenon с "trap" manifests itself rather than

the two ones for the parameters &/#)*• 100, fa * 0,001.

It should be emphasized that the considered pheno-

mena of level rearrangement are realized at the given rela-

tion R2/R1» 1 in the narrow interval of • the parameter

Q
1
 <si 0 characterizing the weight of every interaction com-

ponent. However, the variation of the formfactors UttpRt)

in (5) can provide more favourable conditions for the mani-

festation of the above phenomena. The considered regula-

rities are supposed to be also retained for the interactions

represented by local potentials with components varying in
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their action ranges.

Notice that since the ground state of three particles

( (0) in Fig.1) is subjected to a considerable rearrangement

&* &/r?Z ~ 8,0
 w e

 should expect a considerable rearran-

gement of four-particle ground and excited levels. Under pro-

per conditions (for the parameters corresponding to Fig.2)

the''traps" for the threshold levels manifest themselves also

in a four-particle system.

Finally we should note that for a three-nucleon problem

the interactions of triplet and singlet states are different,

but this difference, however, is not significant in com-

parison with that considered in the above variants of inte-

ractions* Moreover, beacause of the difference in two-particle

thresholds in different states (channels) unfavourable condi-

tions for the threshold phenomena considered above appear.

She threshold phenomena can manifest themselves in a certain

degree only quantitatively rather 'than on a qualitative

level*

-Ъ

''••ti
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Pig.1. The two and three skinless particle spectrum depen-
ding on the interaction intensity (^/&)( §1 =0,001;
Ri/R<i «100). tip, «ff - are the ground (threshold)
and excited states of two particles; 0 is the .
ground state of a three-particle system, 1,2,3 are
the excited states of three particles.
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Fig.2. The particle by pair scattering length dependence
in the region of the two-and three-particle spect-
rum rearrangement*
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